
Stephrock LLC Presents

“..feels like a classic family-friendly card game that players can get into regardless of 

their board game experience” - Casual Game Revolution

“Just what you need for fun family sessions.”  - Amazon Reviewer

“There are so many twists to the game, it keeps each hand interesting! This is definitely 

one worth adding to your game closet” - Amazon Reviewer

- Amazon

1000
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Since Oct. 

2020 Launch

• A family-friendly card game themed 

to the Gold Rush of yore, with special 

cards and unique game play to keep 

prospectors on their toes.

• Brisk play time, easy to learn, and the 

perfect addition to any game night.

• Made in the USA.

Have you always wanted to stake your claim, strike gold, and 

spark the next gold rush? Those days may be long gone, but 

you can capture that same spirit with Zeke’s Gold Grab, where 

players take tricks to try and grab the most gold! Join Zeke and 

his trusty Burro for an adventure in gold country.

The object of the game is to win the most gold. Beware of Fool’s 

Gold, shake things up with an Earthquake, strike it rich with a 

Gold Rush, or go wild with Burro. But whatever you do, just 

remember, NOTHING beats the Mother Lode! Fun for the entire 

family, and a perfect addition to your inventory.  Order Today!



WHOLESALE - $7.50    MSRP - $14.99

Retailer - Wholesale Ordering Information

QUANTITY PRICE SHIPPING TOTAL

6 $45 $7 $52

12 $90 $9 $99

18 $135 $10 $145

24 $180 FREE! $180

For orders more than 24, see www.stephrock.com/retailers for special pricing

Order online: www.stephrock.com/retailers
Pay at checkout or invoicing options available

Contact us: sales@stephrock.com 651-253-7284 (Jim)

TERMS: Sales by all retailers with brick and mortar 

stores are welcomed. You may also sell games 

through your own directly owned website, but not 

through an Amazon, Ebay, or other reseller storefront.

Follow Zeke’s Gold Grab

www.facebook.com/zekesgoldgrab
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